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Abstract. The class of rank one mixing transformations has been known for

some time to have certain so-called "exotic" properties. Specifically, any rank

one mixing T has only the two trivial factors, and nothing can commute with T

but powers of T itself. This much was known to Ornstein in 1969 [3]. In 1983

J. King showed that rank one mixing transformations possess an even stronger

property known as minimal self-joinings (MSJ). In this note we investigate how

these results can be extended to the case of rank two mixing transformations.

In this class, it is possible for there to exist nontrivial factors and commuting

transformations: the square of a rank one mixing transformation and certain

two point extensions of a rank one mixing transformation are rank two mixing

[2]. What we prove is that, other than those two kinds of rank two mixing

transformations, this class also has MSJ.

Definitions. Assume throughout that T is a measure-preserving automorphism

of a Lebesgue probability space (X, 3S, p). By a tower for T of height h we

mean a set B £ 38 together with its first h translates under T, provided that

these translates are disjoint. B is called the base of the tower M — |J*=0 T'B,

and, for 0 < i < h , T'B is called a level of the tower. (Notice that according

to this terminology, a tower of height h has h + 1 levels.)

The well-known Rohklin Lemma asserts that, given any measure-preserving

transformation T and any e > 0, there is a tower M for T with pM > 1 - e .

All partitions are presumed to consist of a finite number of measurable sets.

If 3°¡ is a sequence of partitions of X , we say 3°j generates the a -algebra 38

if 38 is the smallest ¿r-algebra containing all the 3°j.

A measure-preserving transformation T is called rank n or less if there is an

infinite sequence of sets of n disjoint towers {Mj(l), M/(2), ... , Mj(n)}JLx

such that the partitions 3°j of X given by

(i) 4P; = Û0evels of ¥Am u j*\ ü ^(0 j

generate the full cr-algebra 38 . Given such a sequence, the towers with sub-

script j are called j-towers. Obviously, we call a transformation rank n (ex-

actly) if it is rank n or less but not rank n - 1 or less.
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It turns out that the class of rank n or less transformations can be charac-

terized as the family of automorphisms isomorphic to a cutting and stacking

transformation of the unit interval with n or fewer towers at each stage. (The

n = 1 version of this fact was first prove by Baxter [1]; the case of general n is

not much harder.) I do not describe the details of such a construction nor refer

to cutting and stacking in the sequel. Suffice it to say that this result allows us

to assume that the partitions 3°¡ in ( 1 ) form a nested sequence, each refining

the previous.

A Tx T-invariant measure p on the Cartesian product space XxX, which

projects to p in both directions, is called a self-joining of T. Any T has

certain obvious ergodic self-joinings; namely, product measure p x p and the

so-called off-diagonal measures—measures defined on measurable rectangles by

p(A x B) — p(A n T~nB) for some integer n . If these are the only ergodic self-

joinings, then T is said to have minimal self-joinings (MSJ). This definition is
due to D. Rudolph [4].

The commutant of T is the group of measure-preserving transformations

that commute with T modulo the (necessarily normal) subgroup of integral

powers of T. A factor tr-algebra is a T-invariant sub- a -algebra of 38 . 38

itself and {<p, X} are factors of any T and are called trivial. It is not hard

to see that MSJ implies that T has trivial commutant and factors. For if S
commutes with T and is not a power of T, p(A x B) = p(AnS~"B) defines

a new ergodic self-joining, and if 9" is a nontrivial T-invariant (factor) a-

algebra, then ji(A x B) = Jx E(A\^')E(B\3r) dp defines a self-joining not all
of whose ergodic components can be product measure or off-diagonal measures.

A map T is mixing (or satisfies the mixing property) if, for all A and

B £ 38 , p(A n T~"B) -> pApB as n goes to infinity.

THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM

Theorem. If T is a rank two mixing transformation, then either

(1) T is the square of a rank one mixing transformation,

(2) T is a two point extension of a rank one mixing transformation, or
(3) T has MSJ.

The proof proceeds through a series of lemmas. Throughout, T acts on a

space (X ,38, p). For each natural number /, X is partitioned into two tow-

ers Mj(l) and M¡(2), called ./-towers, and a set X\(Mj(l)l) Mj(2)). Mj(l)
and Mj(2) have bases Bj(l) and Bj(2) and heights h ¡(I) and h¡(2), respec-
tively. Levels of ./-towers are naturally called y-levels. The partitions 3aj of X

whose elements are ^-levels successively refine each other and generate 38 . We

assume that the real numbers p(Mj(l)) and p(Mj(2)), for j = 1, 2, 3, ... ,

are bounded away from zero, by y, say. (Otherwise, T is rank one.) Finally,

we assume that the base of the y'-towers are a union of at least twenty (j + 1 )-

levels; this can be arranged by passing to a subsequence of towers jk .

We begin with a lemma that guarantees that almost all points in X lie in the

middle 98% of their y'-tower for at least 3/4 of all j. For 0 < a < 1/2 and
i — 1 or 2, let

L(l-a)*/(i)J
Dj(i,a)=       [J       TkBiW

k=[ahj{i)¡
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and set
2

Dj(a) = \jDJ(i,a).

i=l

This is the set of points on one of the y'-towers that are not too close to the top

or bottom.

Lemma 1. Let

S(a) = \x£X Itmtnf #^X € 2Ml   LáÍl*i > 3/4l.

Then pS(l/lOO)= 1.

Proof. First notice that x £ S(1/99) implies that Tnx £ 5(1/100) for all
integers n. Consequently, T"S(l/99) c 5(1/100), so

CO

(2) (J   TnS(l/99)cS(l/lOO).
n=—oo

To show that pS( 1/100) = 1, it is enough to show that /¿SX 1/99) > 0, since
then the left-hand side of (2) is an invariant set of positive measure.

The idea is that the sets Dj( 1/99), for j = 1, 2, 3, ... , are close to being
independent sets. We modify them slightly (to produce independent sets) and

then use the law of large numbers.

Find four natural numbers ¿z(l), ¿z(2), b(l), and b(2) such that, if

2     b{i)

Ej = \J  (J   TkBj(i),
i=l k=a(i)

then

(3) EjCDj(l/99),

(4) pEj> 3/4,

and

2 2 2 2

(5) [J Ta^Bj(i) c (JBj-i(i),    and    |J Tb^Bj(i) c (J T^-^Bj.^i).
(=1 ¡=1 ;=1 (=1

Condition (5) says simply that Ej must be a union of ./-levels the first of which

is a subset of the base of a (j — 1 )-tower and the last of which is a subset of the
top level of a (j - l)-tower. That ¿z(l), ¿z(2), b(l), and b(2) can be chosen

satisfying (3) and (4) requires that the y'-towers be many times higher than the

(j - 1 )-towers, which is equivalent to the assumption made at the end of the

first paragraph after the statement of the theorem.

Let v be the measure p restricted to Mi(l) U A/i(2) and normalized; that

u(Bn(Mj(l)uMj(2)))

1   ' p(Mi(l)UMi(2))

for B c X. Then the sets Ej are independent with respect to v , since no data

of the form x 6 Ek or x ^ Ek for k > j give any information about which

/-level the point x is on.
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Hence the strong law of large numbers tells us that, for z/-almost every x ,

,.      #{j\x£Ej, 1 <j <N\
hm —^->'    ~J -—'- exists and is > 3/4.

V—oo N

But Ej c Dj(l/99) and so uS(l/99) = 1. This implies that pS(l/99) > 0
and so pS( 1/100) = 1 as required.   G

Hereafter, we assume that the property that Lemma 1 ascribes to almost

all points in fact holds for all points. We may do this, since the property is
invariant.

For any pair (x, y) £ X x X, we set r¡ equal to the greatest nonpositive

integer i such that either T'x or T'y is in Bj(l)UBj(2). Similarly, let Sj be

the smallest nonnegative integer i such that either T'x or T'y is in the top

level of a y'-tower, that is, in the set [J/=i Th>^Bj(i). We say that the interval

of integers between r¡ and Sj is a frame (the y'-frame) for (x,y). Note that,

when j is sufficiently large, both x and y are on y'-towers, and for such j,

the y-frame is shorter than both h ¡(I) and h¡(2).

Lemma 2. Suppose p is a self-joining of T, (x, y) £ X x X, and x and y are

not on the same orbit of T. Suppose also that there is a subsequence J c N of

natural numbers j such that (1) x and y lie in the middle 98% of the same

j-tower, and (2) for all sets A and B in X that are unions of levels of some
tower,

#{k\Tkx£A,Tky£B,andr,<k<Sj}      _, .     _,
-——--'--J- - p(A x B)

Sj       Tj ■+■  1

as j goes to infinity along the subsequence J. Then Ji = pxp, product measure.

Comment. Condition (2) of the lemma is certainly satisfied if (x, y) is generic

for p, which means that for any sets A and B made out of levels of some
tower,

#{k\Tkx £ A,  Tky£B,  and -m<k <n\      _, t     „,
—i-;- —» p(A x B)    as m, n —> oo.

m + n + l

Proof. For j £ J, let Fj be the phase shift between the y'-block in which x

sits and the y'-block in which y sits.  By this I mean that if n(x) and n(y)

are the smallest nonnegative integers such that x £ Tn(x)(Bj(l) u 5/(2)) and

y £ Tn{-y\Bj(l) U Bj(2)), then F) = n(y) - n(x). Since x and y are assumed

to be on different orbits of T, \Fj\ —» oo , as y goes to infinity along /.

Let A and B be subsets of X made up of y'o-levels. Fix e > 0. Because T
is mixing, there is an integer N so that

p(A n TnB)

pApB
Pick j £ J so large that

(7) y>y0,

(8) \Fj\>N,
and

#{k\TkX £A,  Tky£B, and r¡< k < sj}

( } {Sj-rj + l)p(AxB)

By switching the roles of x and y if necessary, we may assume that F¡■ > 0,

so that Figure 1 is qualitatively correct.

(6) < e   for all n with \n\ > N.

< e.
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y'-block
F _>. <_ F

y

\
y'-block

Î
'j

y'-frame for (x,y)

Figure 1

We now calculate:

i
p(A xB)(l±e) =-—— £ XA(Tkx)XB(Tky)

J J  "■" L-

(10) = ,      I +.JTxA(Tkx)xB(Tk+F'x)
Sj      "J + l k=rj

■■-r.-H E^nr-f^(r^)-
J      rj + l k=rj

The first equality here comes from (9) and the second holds because (7^x, Tky)

£ A x B if and only if 7^x £ A and  Tk+F'x £ B, when r7 < k < Sj.   If

x £ Mj(i), let

C= '{jT'Bjd),
k=0

the set of points on the same y'-tower as x, at a height between 0 and Sj - ry.

Now (7) implies that A n T~F'B n C is made entirely of complete y'-levels,

hence expression (10) above implies

p(A xB)(l±e) = p(A n T~FjB\C).

Since C is at least one hundreth of Mj(i) (because of condition (1) of the

lemma) we see that pC > y/100. (Remember that y = inf(jJ-pMj(i).) Thus,

p(A n T~F'B\C) = p(A n T~F'B n C)/pC

< p(A n T~F'B)/pC < (l00/y)p(A n T~F'B),

which, owing to (6) and (8), is < (l00/y)pApB(l ± e). The outcome of this
calculation is that

p(AxB)(l -e) < [100(1 +e)/y]pApB,
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or
p(A xB)< LpApB,

where L is a constant independent of A and B. Since this inequality holds

for all A and B made up of y'o-levels, and since y'o is arbitrary,

p « p x p.

Finally, since p is Tx F-invariant (and normalized), we conclude that p = pxp

and the lemma is proved.   D

Lemma 3. Suppose p is an ergodic self-joining of T that is not product or off-

diagonal measure. Then for all s > 0, there is a natural number N so that

j < N implies

p (\J(Dj(i, 1/100) x Dj(i, 1/100)) J < e.

Proof. Suppose that there are an e > 0 and a sequence of sets A¡ c

[}]=i(Dj(i, 1/100) x Dj(i, 1/100)) with pAj > e , for infinitely many y . Then
p(liminfj Aj) > e, so liminf,^ has a generic point (x, y) for p. If x and

y were on the same orbit, then p would be an off-diagonal measure. If x and

y were not on the same orbit, then we could infer from (x, y) £ liminfjAj

that condition (1) of lemma (2) is satisfied. The genericity of (x, y) gives us

condition (2) of that lemma, which would imply that p is product measure.

The lemma is proved.   D

Lemma 4. Suppose that p is an ergodic joining of T that is not product measure.

Assume that both (x, y\) and (x,y2) are generic for p and that x and y i are

on opposite j-towersfor all sufficiently large j ,for i — 1 and 2. Then yx = y2 .

Proof, y i and y2 are on the same y'-tower for all sufficiently large j. Let r¡

and Sj be the beginning and the end of the y'-frame for (yx,y2).

Skip those j for which either yx or y2 is not in DJ(1/100). Lemma 1
assures us that we are left with infinitely many y . Along the subsequence that

remains, we have s¡ — Tj + 1 —► oo.

.'7i

y'-block

2/2

y'-block

î Î  " Î
r¿ 0 Si

y'-frame for (y\,y2)

Figure 2
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There is a natural topology on X associated with the towers M¡(i), and that

is the one generated by levels of towers. That is, a set is open (and closed) if it

is a countable union of elements of the partitions 3°j. Let

1 s'

"J = s     n + l S^.r*).
J        J k=r¡

where o>x¡y) is the probability measure putting all its mass on the point (x, y).

Set v equal to any weak* limit point of {Uj} . v is a measure on X x X,

which projects to p along both coordinates, since yx and y2 are generic for

p. Since the Vj become more and more T x F-invariant as y grows large,

one can use a standard e/3 argument to prove that 17 is T x F-invariant. This

makes V a self-joining of T. Moreover, since the indicator function of any

open set is continuous (the topology is totally disconnected), v satisfies

Vj(A x B) ^V(A x B)

for all sets A and B in X that are made out of levels.

We now argue that yx and y2 must be on the same orbit of T. If not, then

V has been arranged to satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2, with (yx, y2) in

place of (x, y). That lemma tells us that V = p x p. But that's impossible.

To see this, apply Lemma 3 to V. One learns that, for i — I or 2, among the

integers k with Tkx £ Dj(i, 1 /100), a fraction smaller than 2e of the k also

have Tkyx £Dj(i, 1/100) and Tky2£ D¡(i, 1/100), where e is arbitrary and

j depends on e . Setting

Cj = (Dj(l, 1/100)xDj(2, 1/100)) 11(0/(2, l/l00)xDj(l, 1/100)),

we discover that V(C¡) < 4e, if j is chosen sufficiently large. Yet (p x p)(Cj) >

y2 for all j, where y is the lower bound on the measure of any tower that was

mentioned in the first paragraph following the statement of the theorem. This

rules out product measure for v .

Hence yx and y2 must be on the same orbit. Choose k so that y2 — Tkyx.

Assume that k / 0 to obtain a contradiction. The assumption that both (x ,yx)

and (x ,y2) are generic for p implies that p is / x Tk-invariant.

Fix A c X and define 38 — {<j>, X} x £%, a o -algebra on X x X. Set

f{x) = Ej(A x X\38)(x). For any B c X,

f f(x) dp = p(A xB) = p(A*T-kB)= f      f(x) dp= [ f( Tkx) dp.
Jb Jr-kB Jb

Since B is arbitrary, f(x) = f(Tkx), almost everywhere. Since T is mixing,

Tk is ergodic, so / is a constant almost everywhere. This makes p(A x B) =

cpB, where c is a constant depending on A . That p has marginals p implies

that c = pA and thus, p = p x p, which is a contradiction.

Hence k = 0, v is diagonal measure, yx=y2, and the lemma is proved.   D

Lemma 5. if p is a self joining of T that is not product or off-diagonal, then

there is a measure-preserving transformation S of X, commuting with T, such

that S2 = T or S2 = I.

Proof. Suppose (x, y) is generic for p . Cut down to a subsequence of towers

so that x and y are both always in Dj(l/100). Lemma (2) tells us that x

and y are on opposite y'-towers for all sufficiently large y .
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For almost every x , there is a y with (x, y) generic for pZ. Lemma 4 tells

us that such a y is unique. Let S(x) = y .

Because the set of points that are generic for p is product measurable, S is

measurable. The fact that p projects to p along its second component implies

that

•  n-l ,  n—l

pA= lim -J2xa(Tí(Sx))= lim - ^Xs-^T'x) = pS~lA,
n—>oo n ¿—' n—>oo fl t-^

1=0 1=0

and so S is measure-preserving. Also, (x, y) is generic for p exactly when

(Tx, Ty) is, from which we infer that S commutes with T.

Now consider the joining 77 defined on rectangles by V(A x B) =

p(A n S~2B). (x, S2x) is generic for v for almost every x £ X. Were

x and 5'2x on different orbits of T, Lemma (2) would tell us that V is prod-

uct measure, which is clearly impossible. Hence S2x = Tkx for some integer

k which apparently may depend on x. But the set Gk - {x\S2x = Tkx} is

F-invariant and Uitl-oo ^k — X • The ergodicity of T implies that there is

a particular k with pGk — 1. In other words, S2 = Tk almost everywhere.

Replacing S by So 7"L*/2J we gej $2 = T or S2 — I (depending on the parity

of k) and the lemma is proved.   D

We now state the few remaining words that are necessary to complete the

proof of the theorem.

Proof of the theorem. If p is an ergodic self-joining of T that is not product

or off-diagonal measure, then Lemma (5) guarantees the existence of a measure

preserving transformation S that commutes with T and such that either S2 =

T or S2 = I. In the first case, the sets 5/(1) can be seen to be a sequence

of bases of towers of ever-increasing heights (2hj(l)) and fuller measures, the

levels of which generate the full cr-algebra 38 . Hence S is rank one. In the

second case, we get a factor sub- a-algebra by identifying the two point orbits

of S. The factor measure-preserving transformation has for towers the image

of Mj(l) (or Mj(2)) under this identification. As j increases, this gives us a

generating sequence of towers for the factor, implying it is rank one. T is seen

to be a two point extension of this rank one factor.   D
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